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This interview was conducted in the side dining room of Doe’s Eat Place early in the day as

employees were preparing for dinner. Employees can be heard talking from time to time, and the

sound of box fans running is constant. Shug’s husband, Doe Signa, joins the conversation about

thirty minutes into the interview and contributes to the discussion for about eight minutes.

[Begin Shug Signa]

0:00:00.0

Amy Evans:  This is Thursday, July 28, I believe, and 2005. This is Amy Evans for the Southern

Foodways Alliance and I'm here with Shug Signa at Doe's Eat Place in Greenville. And Miss

Signa would you mind saying your name and if you want to and feel like it your birth date for the

record, so we can have you--

0:00:28.9

Shug Signa:  My name is Shug Signa. My given name was Barbara. I married into the family in

1977. I was born on August 7, 1950.

0:00:40.8

AE:  And how did you get the nickname Shug?
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0:00:42.2

SS:  When I was born my sister was an only child, and she didn't want me. So my grandmother

told her I was nothing but a lump of sugar sent from heaven, so she called me “Sugar-Do” until

the sixth grade, and then after that I asked her please not to do that when I went into junior high

school. So she called me Shug, and all my professors called me Shug, and I've always been

known as Shug now. If I was in trouble they called me Barbara, and I knew that I was in trouble

when that happened.

0:01:09.5

AE:  [Laughs] Would you mind giving me just a short history of your family and are they

originally--

0:01:13.8

SS:  My immediate?

0:01:14.5

AE:  --from Greenville?
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0:01:15.6

SS:  My--my family is from Greenville. My grandmother and grandfather opened a business

here. It was a tobacco company--candy and tobacco company on Alexander [Street], and my

mother was--had a--she and her sister; it was just two children in their family, and her sister died

at age fourteen. So mother was really raised as an only child. And mother and daddy married--

God--over 50 years ago. My father is now deceased but they had eleven children--nine girls and

two boys, all single births, and I'm the second child of the eleven. And we have always lived here

and--and my mother is still living and still lives here. All of us are married. Most of us have left,

you know--we're all over everywhere now. But--and Doe and I met in--well we knew each other.

In fact, mother had Doe picked out--he was a neighbor and Doe--she had Doe picked out for my

younger sister, and I happened to be the one to catch him. [Laughs]

0:02:21.4

AE:  How did you catch him?

0:02:22.3

SS:  I just smiled right, I guess; I don't know. [Laughs] I was going into my--I lived in an

apartment at the time and was going into mother's to do my wash and I had a baby at that--she

was like a year old, and Doe came to help me--put my clothes in the house and we got to talking
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and the next thing I knew we were dating, and then we were married. So I think it was the baby

that stole his heart before I did. [Laughs]

0:02:49.5

AE:  Well what did you know--growing up in Greenville, what did you know or what was your

experience with Doe's Eat Place as far as meeting--?

0:02:55.9

SS:  Oh, you just don't know. My mother and daddy would come out with their friends and we

would fight as to who was going to get the steak bone they brought home. I mean we never got

to come eat here very much because mother and daddy were on a very fixed income. And with

eleven kids, you just can't bring them all out to eat. So I really didn't get to experience Doe's until

I got older and was working on my own really. And I would work for a company called Robison

Limited and they would--they were an architectural company and they would bring us out to

Doe's every now and then when they finished a project and--and Doe and I were not married

then. I mean I was young; I was like--I think I was like 18 or 19 years old. So--and Doe was

younger than me; he's two years younger than me, so he wasn't even here. But we would come in

and it would just be packed full of--it was the best food. I will never forget how wonderful this

food is. I mean it's just really good, and I still crave it all the time. [Laughs] And I don't get it; I

don't get it anymore. I married the cook, so I don't get it. But you know just everybody came to
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Doe's. It's just--if you wanted to meet your friends that's where you came; so it's just been a

wonderful experience for me.

0:04:14.6

AE:  Do you remember some stories that your parents told about their times here?

0:04:18.6

SS:  Not really; I--I'm kind of old--it's kind of hard to remember but I do know that there has

been some really funny things to go on here because you never knew what you were going to

see. You might see some of them walk in--in a bathing suit with their hair cut off some or

someone in a formal, you might see--we've had dignitaries come in and literally have a food

fight, cutting up, which was horrible but that's happened and we've had other things happen, too.

But you just never know what's going to happen in Doe's or who you're going to see in Doe's. I

mean I--you know we were--had our--our second child, our first son. I was in the hospital and

Doe's brother was cooking and he called and told us that Willie Nelson was here. And I wanted

to come so bad; I said get me out of here. But anyway you know--and you just never know.

Chelsea Clinton came in one time when we were here, but most of my eventful stories are what I

have experienced more so than what my parents experienced here.

0:05:29.2
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AE:  Well let's talk about that. Let's talk about when you married into the Signa family and that

kind of transition from being a customer to being--

0:05:37.8

SS:  An owner?

0:05:39.0

AE:  --an owner, yeah.

0:05:39.8

SS:  And it was a transition. [Laughs] When Doe decided that we were going to get married, he

went to his father and at that time who was still cooking and alive and he said that he wanted to

marry me. And his father told him that was great--that he liked me a lot but to not to ever give

him--give me the hot tamale recipe, that--that was the family secret and if I ever divorced him, I

would take the family secret. So to this day I don't know the hot tamale recipe.

0:06:09.1

AE:  Really--to this day?
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0:06:10.3

SS:  To this day I have never learned the hot tamale recipe.  I don't want to know it; I don't want

to be cooking. [Laughs]

0:06:15.9

AE:  Oh, my land.

0:06:17.8

SS:  But when Doe and I married I had--we of course immediately started having a family, and I

had a job. I was working, so I really didn't get involved with Doe's on a working basis until--and

you know, I would come down and help, but Doe's aunts all ran the business. So we had plenty

of family involved; it's always been family. It's more family than anything. And as they passed

on you know I've had to--it's kind of brought me in and then when Charles, Doe's brother, left

and moved to Oxford, which was four years ago, that's when I had to quit my job and start

helping Doe. So now I do all the bookkeeping and I do all the bill paying and I do all the

promotions, you know talking to advertisements and stuff and I work two nights a week here and

possibly more if his aunt who works, who is supposed to be here; she's 80 years old, and so it's

kind of hard when you're real busy on the weekends for her to--she gets real frustrated real easy.

So sometimes I'll come down and help her you know seat the people and make sure everybody is

taken care of. It's just a lot of fun. It's--it's--you meet people that you've known--I mean you talk
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to people that you know like--they're like your family because they come in here every week or

two times a week or whatever, but then you meet people that are traveling from all over the

world. We've met people from Japan, from Switzerland, from Germany, from--I mean it's just--

Australia; you just never know who you're going to see in Doe's, and you know it's just a

wonderful compliment to Doe's family to know that they have started a business 65 years in the

making, and it's still going strong and it's still being talked about all over the world.

0:08:11.3

AE:  Do you think that's the reason for most of the success is that it's been a family--?

0:08:15.9

SS:  I think it's because Doe and them are such warm people, you know. His people is such

warm people. They just--when people come in-- [Interruption] When people come in that front

door it's like Doe and I treat them as if they were coming into our home and from that point--

from the time they walk in to the time we leave, we try to keep that up. And it's not that we're

trying to put a certain type of atmosphere; it's just that's the way we are. That's just the way we

are and this is our home, because we spend more time here than at home. So it is a very

wonderful experience to come to Doe's.

0:09:01.3
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AE:  Can you tell me a little bit about some of the characters in the Signa family? I've been

hearing so many stories about people like Broc Brocatto and--?

0:09:10.5

SS:  Oh, Uncle Broc--Uncle Broc, he was a character. Doe--Aunt Florence probably could fill

you in better on their family history. Mattie, let's see--when Doe's mother died when Doe was

around, I guess he was around two or three years old, Doe's mother died and Mr. Signa had four

children. And so he freaked! I mean he was a little Italian man who just you know thought he

would have a wife forever and he never remarried. So all the aunts pulled together and raised

these kids and Aunt Mattie was a little bitty--a little old Italian lady kind of on the heavy side and

she would sit in a chair and she would take the money and she would send bills out to the

companies that charge, and now I do that. But just--just fine people; Aunt Jay used to live behind

the store here; she and her brother, Paul, and Aunt Jay would come over every day and she'd stay

here all day long and she would cook lunch for them and then on Sundays we would come down

even though we were closed, she'd come in here and cook this feast like you've never seen, and

we'd all come in from church and have lunch with her. And I'm talking--spaghetti was a side

dish. We'd have fried chicken and roast and, you know, potato salad and salad and peas and

whatever--whatever she felt like cooking and it would cover a whole long table and we'd all sit

around and eat and talk and visit and this was every Sunday. You know and that--and from what

I understand it had happened prior to--to Doe and I getting married. You know it had been going

on for years and years and years. They used to have huge barbecues on the 4th of July where he

would get--they would just fill the yard full of family and that went on even after we were
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married until they got too old or they started dying away. But you don't see that very much now.

You don't see the--the family outings like we had back then--wonderful memories. My children--

you know we tried to do things like that within our family, but it's just hard to get everybody

together now with everybody working. Back then you worked but it wasn't like you work now.

Your hours weren't like they are now; it wasn't as stressful; so--

0:11:42.0

AE:  People are more spread out.

0:11:44.5

SS:  Yeah; it's hard--it really is, but we try to do it with our kids. Our kids are all married now so

we, you know really try to get them all together.

0:11:53.2

AE:  Did the family do your food for your wedding?

0:11:56.5

SS:  No, they didn't. My mother did; my mother and her--a friend of hers catered our wedding.

She had just started a catering service at the time we started to get married, so she did the food.
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Now I don't think Doe's family did because I don't think we wanted them to have to cook for the

wedding. In fact, when our daughter married we didn't do anything; we had it catered. You know

we wanted everybody to have a fun time.

0:12:23.9

AE:  Yeah; nice break.

0:12:25.3

SS:  Yeah.

0:12:26.1

AE:  Well how has--if at all, how have--has the food changed here since you've worked--?

0:12:30.2

SS:  It has not changed a bit. The only difference is we now serve a fillet that we didn't serve

back then. Another thing we do is a broiled shrimp that we started about ten years ago, and it was

so funny because Doe came up with the recipe and Charles says I'm never going to fix that

around there. I'm not going to do that. Well he started doing it because it started to become such

a hot item. And Doe has got so many creative ideas in his mind. I would give anything if he
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would do some of the things that he could do, but he just doesn't have the time. It's--it's tough; he

just doesn't have the time.

0:13:08.7

AE:  Do y'all ever cook at home?

0:13:08.5

SS:  All the time; we cook, yeah. We have--every Sunday we have our kids over to eat and--the

ones that are here, you know--we try to anyway. As--as a matter of fact, the last four years have

been harder on us getting people together because we're here so much, but every now and then

we'll still do that. And every holiday we'll have everybody over--every holiday.

0:13:33.4

AE:  What kind of things do you cook when you cook at home?

0:13:36.2

SS:  Oh gosh; Doe--Doe will fix spaghetti gravy or we'll have--we--it used to be a joke that when

my kids were in high school they would always have their friends over on Sunday evening. I

always told them I didn't care what they did--what they were doing, everybody was to be home
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on Sunday for a family dinner and we'd have two or three meats, and--and you know just a feast

like Aunt Jay used to do and everybody would sit around and they--I mean our whole

conversation was centered around a meal. That’s horrible, but that's the way it was.

0:14:07.9

AE:  Well, it brings people together.

0:14:07.7

SS:  Yeah; and we--we really spent--and my mother would come and my sisters that were in

town and their kids and everybody would bring something and just different things, just

depending on what we felt like eating, you know. Doe fried chicken sometimes or we'd do a

roast or we'd do lasagna, you know--all this at one time. You just never--you just never knew

what we were going to fix. We'd always say Doe is going to create, so y'all come on over.

[Laughs]

0:14:36.2

AE:  So he's always cooking, huh?

0:14:37.6
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SS:  Oh, he loves it. He--he--it's in his blood and our son is the same way; he loves to cook.

0:14:44.1

AE:  Does he cook here?

0:14:44.4

SS:  He's not in the business as of right now, but I think in the future he will be.

0:14:49.1

AE:  What's his name?

0:14:48.7

SS:  Doe; he's a Doe, too.

0:14:52.4

AE:  Yeah.

0:14:52.7
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SS:  So it feels wonderful. [Fanning herself.] I was hot. I came in hot.

0:14:58.5

[Doe enters room and speaks to Shug]

Doe:  I thought Ron would be here by now.

0:15:00.6

SS:  Who's Ron?

0:15:01.7

Doe:  The salesman [who placed a big to-go order].

0:15:04.9

SS:  Oh Ron, Ron, okay; I'm sorry. It's 10:30; he'll be here in a minute.

0:15:11.0

AE:  You got it all ready for him?
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0:15:13.7

Doe:  Yeah.

0:15:14.6

SS:  She was asking me about your family, Doe, and like Aunt Jay and Aunt Mattie them and

Uncle Broc and all and their involvement with the store and all. And I knew some things, but you

have a lot more memories than I do as a young boy and what they were like and all.

0:15:29.9

Doe:  Yeah. Well like you know her--Shug was telling you that Aunt Mattie used to sit--that--

that was her little thing. She sat at the table right there. And she sat people, too, until she got to

the point where she couldn't really get up and walk too much. And she just kind of would sit in

front of the cash register and—right there. And then when the people would get up, she would

take the money. But Broc cooked for many a year here and he's--he kind of taught Charles how

to do it. And my daddy and him kind of taught Charles how to cook and--

0:15:56.7

SS:  Who taught you?
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0:15:57.8

Doe:  Well kind of--I guess probably Charles mostly; he kind of did I believe--if I'm not

mistaken. Uncle Broc might have a little bit, but I think it was more Charles.

0:16:06.0

SS:  'Cause Uncle Broc was still cooking when we married.

0:16:10.0

Doe:  Was he?

0:16:10.9

SS:  Uh-hm.

0:16:11.0

Doe:  He was still cooking then?

0:16:11.7
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SS:  Uh-hm.

0:16:15.2

Doe:  Dammit, I can’t remember. But--but my Aunt Mattie and Uncle Broc and my mother--they

were brothers and sisters and they lived a half a block right down the street here in a little store

right down here. And I have fond memories of going to that store when I was a child, you know,

and staying with him a lot and stuff like that and Charles probably did, too. He probably never

said anything about it but yet we all went with them down there. And--'cause the neighborhood

was basically all white at that time from here all the way back to the levee and everywhere.

Yeah, Daddy--I would say that--that in the lifetime of all of my daddy's brothers and sisters and

sister and brother-in-laws that he provided a service for everybody here. They all worked in here

to some capacity, every one of them. Sure did.

0:17:11.6

SS:  In his family, they lived like behind the store here. And Doe's mother and daddy lived here

in this building when they were--when Doe was a baby or right--

0:17:24.3

Doe:  Yeah, I don't know if Charles stayed in here or not, but I know that my oldest sister and

brother were in here.
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0:17:28.7

AE:  Yeah; I remember you talking about that--in this room, right?

0:17:29.1

SS:  Uh-huh; and Mamie would put them to bed and tell the customers that she's going to put her

babies to bed. If they had to go to the bathroom they had better go then because she wasn't going

to let them in here after that. It was hysterical. [Laughs]

0:17:41.1

Doe:  And people probably respected that you know more than they do now; wouldn't you say?

If you would ask somebody to do that, you know. But I--you know I remember as a kid the hot

tamale rollers. Did Charles tell you anything about the ladies that came in [and] would roll the

hot tamales?

0:18:00.3

SS:  Oh, that was so much fun.

0:18:00.5
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Doe:  And they were all friends of my mother and--and there was some black ladies, some old

black ladies that--I mean they would--the black people that were around here were really--they

were just all friends.

0:18:11.0

SS:  Respectable.

0:18:12.1

Doe:  You know what I'm talking about? And--and it's not--it's just a little change, but you know

anyway--but they would--they would sit back there and roll, and they would gossip about

everything there was to gossip about. I'm telling you right now about, you know, this old lady

was doing this, you know. I mean these were old ladies talking, you know.

0:18:32.7

SS:  It was kind of like going to the beauty shop every week.

0:18:35.6

Doe:  Yeah; it really was--it really--but I'm going to tell you--
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0:18:37.0

SS:  But you go to roll tamales. They'd bring their little lunch.

0:18:38.6

Doe:  But I'm going to tell you--

0:18:38.7

SS:  And they'd eat lunch together and they just had a ball.

0:18:41.1

Doe:  But I'm going to tell you something. Those ladies could roll some tamales, now. I ain't

lying to you. They--they could sit up there and do that stuff and not even look and you know I

do--I remember that when I was younger. They would come in and do all that, you know. And--

and you know that's some of the other little things I remember. And they--and I tell you what; at

Christmas time and holiday time, they would--the same group of ladies and my mother and

everybody--they would all get together. So it was kind of a close-knit thing--you know that type

thing--sure was.
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0:19:08.5

AE:  When did that change?

0:19:10.1

Doe:  Well they all--a lot of it changed when the neighborhood changed. Some of them moved

from out of this neighborhood and stuff.

0:19:18.7

SS:  And then they got too old.

0:19:18.2

Doe:  And then basically they got too old, you know, some of them did, you know, and that's the

time it all start changing.

0:19:25.3

AE:  Have y'all ever rolled tamales?

0:19:27.5
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SS:  I have.

0:19:27.6

Doe:  I never have rolled—well, I have rolled a tamale. But I--

0:19:31.5

SS:  I have.

0:19:31.6

Doe:  And--and Shug probably has; but I never have. I mean not consistently; I mean I've just

done it to--

0:19:38.3

SS:  No, I didn't either.

0:19:39.0
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Doe:  -- just to help out a little bit or something like that because they might have been short of

help or something, you know but I--I'm usually making them up front, you know, and stuff like

that. But no, Shug and I--neither one of us has really actually done to, you know--

0:19:53.5

SS:  I rolled--not long ago 'cause we needed to get through the--remember that; we were down

here for something on a Saturday? I was sitting down here or something, and I rolled a bunch of

them. Remember that?

0:20:07.4

Doe:  I don't remember it.

0:20:07.0

SS:  You were gone maybe, Doe.

Doe: I don’t know.

0:20:11.4

AE:  Now Doe do you--do you cook all the meat and the meal for the tamales?
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0:20:15.6

Doe:  Yeah; everything is done up front right in front--where we cook the steaks and stuff.

0:20:19.0

AE:  Okay; so nobody else is in charge of that because then that would mean that they would

know the recipe.

0:20:22.1

SS:  Yeah; and I don't know what it is. [Laughs] I was telling her what your dad told us.

0:20:26.9

Doe:  Oh.

0:20:27.0

SS:  She asked about when we got married.

0:20:30.1
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Doe:  Well the cooking of the meat and stuff is not that secret, you know but--but what you put

in the meal is kind of—[To Shug] Who’s that?

SS: Essie.

Doe: Is she on the phone?

SS: No.

Doe: But yeah, yeah, just--it probably--you know we know the ingredients that goes in the meal,

you know, and all this stuff, but it's probably basically the same ingredients that everybody puts

in there, but you know everybody thinks that we all have a secret. Everybody thinks the other

person has a secret ingredient but as far as the--you know it's probably basically all the same,

you know, I would think. I don't know. I know what we put in there; but I don't know what other

people put in theirs.

0:21:13.0

AE:  Do you think you and Charles do anything differently either with tamales or with steaks or-

-?

0:21:18.3
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Doe:  I think Charles and them serve different--I mean they serve the same steaks that we do, but

they don't serve--like I serve more larger steaks, like bigger porterhouses and sirloins and stuff

than Charles and them do. They serve smaller steaks like small t-bones and maybe strips and

fillets, you know. But I think ours is attributed to being here so long and they knew--they know

what Daddy was noted for and what Daddy was known for. Yeah; and the tamales, you know

they--it's the same recipe.

0:21:54.4

AE:  Did you know that your brother went back to shucks for his tamales?

0:21:57.8

Doe:  Yeah--I did, yeah; that's because they don't make as many as we do. If they made as many

as we did then they--they wouldn't be--I don't see how they could do it.

0:22:06.1

AE:  Yeah.

0:22:06.2
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Doe:  Yeah; like today I mean like yesterday--last night, I had some guy get 10 cans which is 30

dozen, so that knocks a hole in it. Yeah; I knew he did.

0:22:20.1

SS:  [To interviewer] Charles [Signa] wants to talk to you. [Shug had gone in the kitchen to

speak to someone on the phone. She came back into the side dining room to get me on the phone

with Charles.]

0:22:24.9

[Interviewer takes a moment to speak with Charles, who had called earlier to say that Aunt

Florence wasn’t going to be at the interview.]

AE:  Oh, that's sweet; I didn't get the message that he called. But anyway--

0:22:29.3

SS:  So you live in Oxford?

0:22:31.2

AE:  I do.

0:22:32.4
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SS:  And so you traveled here just for this?

0:22:33.9

AE:  I have a couple more interviews for a tamale project lined up today, so I--I like to you

know maximize my time whenever I--I make the trip.

0:22:41.5

SS:  That's good.

0:22:44.4

AE:  But I've been to Greenville quite a bit in the past month or so. [Laughs] But it's nice

because I've not visited here very much prior to that so I'm really getting to know it.

0:22:52.7

SS:  Well, good. And where are you from?

0:22:53.8
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AE:  I'm from Houston, Texas originally.

0:22:56.8

SS:  Oh, my sister lives there.

0:22:57.0

AE:  Oh really?

0:22:57.9

SS:  Uh-hm.

0:22:58.4

AE:  It's a big town--Houston.

0:22:59.1

SS:  I have one in Houston, one in Dallas, one in Little Rock or Cabot, one in Phoenix--a brother

in Phoenix, Arizona; trying to think where else we are. We're kind of spread out everywhere.
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0:23:16.5

AE:  I'm trying to retrace my steps and think of what questions I have for you before I got up [to

speak to Charles on the phone]. Well, all the people that have come through here, you know lots

of political figures and famous folks and physicians and whatnot, do you keep a record of that or

do you--I know there's some photographs around but--

0:23:34.9

SS:  Well, we have pictures, yeah and we do have a book--a guestbook that I don't know how

many people have signed it recently, which the waitresses-- I'll tell you what's happened; we've

gotten so busy it's hard to remember to bring it out and I'm sure they forget, but we do have a

register for guests to write and a lot of people ask for it to see--if we're not real busy we can sit

down and visit with the people but you know it's--it's kind of tough sometimes to get it out.

0:24:02.2

AE:  How far does that go back--that guestbook?

0:24:04.1

SS:  Oh, I don't know; I'll get it and let you see because I'm not—[Shug gets up to get the

guestbook]
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0:24:07.4

AE:  Okay; yeah, I'd love to see it.

0:24:28.7

SS:  Let's see; what does that say--'78?

0:24:32.2

AE:  Nineteen seventy-eight, yeah.

0:24:35.9

SS:  So--

0:24:38.6

AE:  Wow; so is that--that's been the only one that I would imagine was--?

0:24:43.3
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SS:  Yeah; and--and you know back when Mr. Signa and them opened up the restaurant, they--

you know they were simple folk. They didn't know to--to record things and they didn't even have

any kind of a bookkeeping system. They didn't--you know all that wasn't--he'd buy his meat

locally so he'd just go pay for it. He wouldn't you know--there wasn't any supplies--it wasn't near

like it is now. And so it's kind of--look at this; this is in Japan. Look at that.

0:25:16.3

AE:  Japanese--very fine, huh. This--this is an important historical--

0:25:27.8

SS:  Yeah, book.

0:25:29.1

AE:  --document there. That's really neat.

0:25:33.2

SS:  I really need to push this. Look, they have the menus.

0:25:36.8
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AE:  There's an old menu from [nineteen] '86. Huh, you had a lunch menu.

0:25:44.4

SS:  We did start serving lunch in '86 but that--it--it was hard because we make the tamales and

stuff here; so it was like we were using one room but it was just--it was just too hard and people

didn't think of Doe's as lunch, so they didn't--you know it was hard.

0:26:00.6

AE:  It didn't stick.

0:26:02.4

[Doe returns to the room and sits back down]

SS:  Doe look at this. I bet you haven't even seen this. Look; have you ever looked through this

lately?

0:26:06.3

Doe:  Well not lately, but I did look at it.

0:26:08.4
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SS:  Look.

0:26:08.6

Doe:  Yeah; that was probably when the chemical company was open.

0:26:11.8

SS:  Yeah; we get a lot of chemical--here's one from Australia.

0:26:15.8

AE:  What is do you think these--these Xes in that left margin? What do you think that means?

0:26:20.1

Doe:  I have no idea.

0:26:20.6

AE:  They're on a lot of pages.
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0:26:23.5

SS:  I don't either--yeah; we never—[to Doe] See the Xes over here?

0:26:32.8

Doe:  I don't know.

0:26:35.1

AE:  Can y'all read aloud some of the comments that people have written?

0:26:38.9

SS:  “Best food in the world,” and that was from Indiana. “Very, very good” from Eudora,

Arkansas. “The oyster loaf is great--and we've never had an oyster loaf.”

0:26:51.4

Doe:  Well, maybe back there we do.

0:26:52.8
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SS:  That might have been when we had lunch.

0:26:54.3

AE:  In 1986, huh.

0:26:57.5

SS:  “Excellent, great tamales, lot of atmosphere, good food and hospitality,” and then we go

back and read some. “One of the best; the food is good; great steaks; excellent size and quantity;

superb; far out.” CBS something--60 Minutes; here's--Tom Rather was in here. I didn't even

know that; look at that.

0:27:30.1

AE:  Dan Rather and it's 1979.

0:27:31.7

SS:  Dan--not Tom; what am I saying, yeah? “Fantastic; I'm full as a tick; best ever”--I sure

didn't know that.

0:27:44.8
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AE:  You need to sit down one day and just pour through this thing.

0:27:46.1

SS:  I need to go back through this 'cause I haven't been through it ever. Almost as big as Texas.

[Laughs] So--always great; isn't that something, and nothing is changed about the restaurant.

That's what is so amazing to me. It's all the same; the food is the same. I mean we have people

that--that come in here and they say we haven't been here in 28 years and they'll sit down and

then say and it hasn't changed a bit you know and--and--or someone will come out this week that

was here last week and then say it's the best steak I've ever had here. And they said the same

thing last week, which is great. [Laughs] I just love it. I love comments like that.

0:28:31.0

AE:  Can you read that first name that's the very first name in the book?

0:28:34.9

SS:  John F. Riddle from Germantown, Tennessee.

0:28:40.8
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AE:  Hmm; a lot of Xes on that page. Well that's a mystery; I'd be--

0:28:45.9

SS:  I don't know unless they were sending out some kind of something to people but I don't

know what the Xes mean. You know it has to be something like that because they--because as

you get down this way, I don't think you see any Xes. Ninety-nine was the last time someone

signed it. I need to bring this out. We need to get people to sign it.

0:29:15.0

AE:  Yeah; that's a neat tradition to maintain--definitely. You know who's--who's come in,

because I know that you know speaking with Clarke Reed and knowing that a lot of locals bring

out of town guests here and just the--

0:29:26.7

SS:  A lot of pharmaceuticals bring people from overseas, and we've had people from Italy here

and you know that's--that to me is a compliment and a lot of people have read about it. You

know Bobby Flay did a section on food in the Delta and he came here and filmed us, and that has

brought us a lot of business from New York and places like that. That is nice. He was a nice guy.

0:29:53.9
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AE:  Do you get some idea when the international clients come in--or the customers come in--

what their reaction is to a place like this in the Delta?

0:30:03.2

SS:  It's funny because when they first come in they kind of just look around you know and then-

-but by the time---I mean we--in fact the other night we had this guy in here with the--you know

they were building a new bridge and this guy brought in like 20 people okay and one of the guys

that he brought in came in again last night, and I happened to be here--

0:30:24.9

Doe Signa:  Yeah.

0:30:26.2

SS: --and he said you know it was just so good last night I had to come back and try it again. He

said I can't believe y'all got it again, just so good. [Laughs]

0:30:34.7

DS:  Yeah, he don't know where they--he said they went off and left him.
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0:30:36.6

SS:  Oh, did they?

0:30:37.9

DS:  Yeah; he had to go find them or something. They probably were at Spectators [Pub &

Eatery in Greenville] drinking up all that beer.

0:30:42.1

SS:  I bet; they could drink some beer, now. That's for sure.

0:30:46.9

DS:  We've got-- about reservations for the 9th of August or 11th--9th--Delta State; I told Marie

to tell you it's going to be 50 people from Delta State.

0:30:55.3

SS:  Oh really?

0:30:56.8
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DS:  Yeah, I don't know what's going on at Delta State. And the same night Frank Howell called

25 for Delta Council--

0:31:04.4

SS:  What night is that?

0:31:05.9

DS:  It's on a Tuesday.

0:31:07.9

SS: [Gasps] My night.

0:31:10.1

AE:  [Laughs]

0:31:10.0

DS:  So I don't think I’m going to take anymore--
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0:31:13.8

SS:  Well it depends on what time of the night yeah, because you can't--that's--that's big--And I

was telling her about that night, Doe; are we going to just have them or what are we going to do

about that because it will only be 50 people?

0:31:24.1

DS:  Yeah; I don't know, you know.

0:31:27.5

SS:  It's coming close.

0:31:28.5

DS:  Yeah; because you know we'd serve a lot more than 50 people on that particular night.

0:31:33.5

AE:  Right.
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0:31:35.6

DS:  I mean we can handle--we can handle y'all plus the other people, too, you know that type of

thing. But I don't know what the plans are. What are you--what are the plans?

0:31:44.1

AE:  I don't know and I was telling Shug that I wish I knew more details, but I know that John T.

Edge, the Director of the Food Alliance--

0:31:49.4

DS:  Yeah, Charles talked to him.

0:31:51.6

AE:  Yeah, that he--I mean it's a special group of people and he really wants to show off Doe's

and--and the Delta and have it be kind of more of a private thing, but I don't know from a

financial standpoint from--from--their--our budget and from y'alls wanting to have a regular

night of business what--where everybody can meet in the middle. So I don't really--I wish I knew

more to tell you.

0:32:11.7
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SS:  We'll just have to call her back--

0:32:13.5

DS:  John T. Edge was on [the television show] Iron Chef America.

0:32:15.3

AE:  He sure was, yeah. Hamburger Battle.

0:32:15.8

DS: They asked him to come. He was--he was a judge on Iron Chef America.

0:32:20.6

SS:  Oh, yeah.

0:32:19.4

DS:  Yeah; he will--well I know him. Well Charles knows him, too.
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0:32:21.6

SS:  Are you nervous about that?

0:32:22.7

DS:  No, everybody knows him; he's just a normal person.

0:32:26.6

SS:  I know but he'll be judging you.

0:32:28.0

AE:  [Laughs] No, he's been to Doe's plenty of times. He knows what he's getting when he

comes here and he knows it's good. Well what is y'alls favorite thing about this place and--and

being such an institution and being such a part of it for so long?

0:32:42.5

DS:  Well the favorite thing is that--for me is that I'm my own boss, you know and that type of

thing and then another thing is I guess say seeing in the people when they come in, you know

talking to people and like that. The downside of it is when things don't go right like you know it
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can be--you may have--you may be real busy one night and everything just goes just like clock

work and you may be not so busy one night and everything is so confusing it's the darn(dest)

thing you've ever seen in your life, you know--that type of thing, you know. You know the other

side--the flipside is--is when all your employees show up and everything is fine and then the

other side is you know you have it when they don't call you and they don't come in and they don't

do this and you know it just makes it--but it has ups and downs, but I think it has more ups than

downs though, you know stuff like that.

0:33:30.2

AE:  Can you tell me a little bit about the employees that are here today?

0:33:36.1

DS:  Okay.

0:33:36.2

AE:  And how long they've been here?

0:33:35.8
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DS:  Well Doe-Doe [coincidental nickname of Ernest Hardy, who works up front with Doe],

God I know has been here I'd say 15 or 20 years, you know. And then---

0:33:45.1

SS:  Aunt Florence has been here, geez--

0:33:48.7

DS:  Yeah, Aunt Florence has been here since we were--since I was--I mean since I was--

0:33:50.9

SS:  Thirty or forty years.

0:33:52.1

DS:  Hey, hey--I'm coming; I'll be right there, okay. Aunt Florence has been here for like—hell,

when I was in diapers and I'm 52 years old, you know. So you know she's been here--

0:34:04.5

SS:  She's been here about 50 years.
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0:34:05.3

DS:  She's been here a long time, and then the girls that work--wait on tables have been here--

0:34:09.8

SS:  Well, actually she was here when she was dating Uncle Jug, her husband, and they were

married forever and before he died, and she would cook French fries and they would talk--he

would open oysters and they'd talk to each other through the window she said.

0:34:24.3

DS:  Yeah, yeah.

0:34:24.1

SS:  She told me that, because she really knows a lot of history.

0:34:28.4

DS:  Yeah; that's why--I hate she's been--
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0:34:31.6

SS:  She's probably getting her hair done, you know. She's--

0:34:33.6

AE:  [Laughs]

0:34:34.2

DS e:  But, yeah Aunt Florence has been here and then the girls that wait on the tables, Judy and

Sue, have been here for--

0:34:41.0

SS:  Well since we married; that's 28 years and Sue did--Sue came in when I was pregnant with

Mary Catherine because she told me that. So I had--that means she was probably 24 years.

0:34:52.3

DS:  Well Judy has been here longer than that, yeah.

0:34:54.3
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SS:  Oh yeah, she--Judy came to our wedding; so--

0:34:57.4

DS:  And then Marie has been here off and on for what--how long would you say?

0:35:03.4

SS:  I don't know; you ask her.

0:35:05.8

DS:  I'll ask her.

0:35:07.3

SS:  But you know that's the thing; we don't have a big turnover because first of all we're good to

the people that work for us as far as being very accommodating and--and it's a family thing. We

just treat them as if they're in our family and when somebody gets hurt then we all hurt for them,

you know. You were asking me what was special about this place. I think the--the thing I like the

most--
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0:35:34.2

DS:  Marie has had 20-some years.

0:35:37.8

SS:  --is that when we get through with the busy night and we know it's done well and we get in

the car and Doe looks at me and I look at him and we can still laugh and we can still hug each

other and we know we've done our best that's what I like the most. And that's what it's all about.

0:35:56.4

DS:  And not kill each other. [Laughs] That's something--in the course of the night we may kill

each other [Laughs] but it ain't all smooth--

0:36:03.4

SS:  Everybody tells us we remind them of Doe's daddy and mama because they used to work

together and just fuss and cuss.

0:36:09.4
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DS:  I want to ask somebody something and I want you to emphasize this in whatever--is this

going to be a written thing or what's this--?

0:36:16.7

AE:  Well the--the interviews will be transcribed verbatim; so they'll be typed out just according

to what's on the record and then put in the library in the university.

0:36:24.0

SS:  You say the library in the university?

0:36:26.1

DS:  Okay; I really want y'all to stress that My Aunt Florence is one of the last living relatives

that's here, and he has really been the backbone of this place for years.

0:36:34.6

AE:  Yeah; I know that from everything I hear and--and see; so--

0:36:37.0
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DS:  You know she has--you know, she could have retired umpteen years ago. You know what

I’m talking about? But she's just you know--she likes doing it and she's slowing down a lot, you

know. On busy nights you know a lot of time Shug has to be here with her to help her out, but as

far as her--we still have some old--the older people come in that she served a long time ago, like

Miss Mike came in last night. You know, but I want that transcribed.

0:37:04.9

SS:  Well, they all look for her. It's just like everything else; it's just people come in to eat, but

it's like coming to your home for a meal. They come in for the social--socializing, for the seeing

of friends, and that's what Doe's is about. You know it's built on something that you can't--you

can't do--you can't duplicate it.

0:37:26.6

AE:  Yeah; well I look forward to hopefully getting to visit with her because that would be really

important to the project.

0:37:31.1

SS:  Yeah; maybe we could set up another time with her. If you'll let me--I can check with her

and check with you and it could even be at her home.
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0:37:38.8

AE:  Okay; yeah however it works out. I'm happy--I'm happy to do it however is convenient.

0:37:43.7

SS:  Maybe it will be sometime when you're in town again.

0:37:46.8

AE:  Okay.

0:37:47.2

SS:  But she's really got a lot of history.

0:37:49.2

AE:  Yeah; I look forward to that. Well back to the employees, what--like what does Marie do

and what does Doe-Doe do and how are the duties--?

0:37:59.1
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SS:  [Laughs] Doe-Doe helps Doe with anything and he helps put the--like when the stock

comes in he splits it up. He knows exactly where the--he packs the tamales to be cooked and he

helps make the tamales; he cleans up--he mops, he cleans the stove for Doe, he sets--it's really

kind of cute when I'm here in the afternoon, he'll mop the whole room clean up front and he has a

table that Doe takes the platters and puts by the stove so that he can easily put the steaks on the

platter. He calls it Doe's Money-Making Table. He said this is the Money Table; so he'll--he'll

make sure that Doe--it's like a surgeon. He'll have his--his towel wrapped up right there ready for

him with his knife and his fork, and it's really--it's really cute. But he has all that done and then

he puts newspaper down in front of the stove like Doe likes it and then he'll say okay I'm

through; can I go home now? You know he's really such a cute man; he's just not all there.

[Laughs]

0:39:01.6

AE:  So is here all day every day?

0:39:02.5

SS:  But he works hard. He's here every day Monday through Saturday from 9:00 to 4:30--4:00--

4:15, whenever he gets through.

0:39:11.4
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AE:  And when he puts that newspaper down that's the last thing of the day?

0:39:13.0

SS:  We know he's through; we know he's through. And now what Marie does--she kind of

oversees the kitchen, especially when we're making tamales. She has to do the papers and keep

the employees in line and make sure that they're working and not back there chitchatting and she

helps Doe make the gumbo and the chili and she just knows--she watches the lettuce and she

wraps some of the food for the night and you know just kind of oversees and she stays here you

know--right now it's slow in the afternoons but during the Christmas holidays or Thanksgiving

holidays starting in about October, we start selling tamales like crazy so she has to pack all those

tamales. It takes a long time to do that, so it's a busy job at some point, and sometimes it's not;

so--

0:40:00.6

AE:  And what about--?

0:40:02.1

SS:  Essie--Essie helps Marie; she just helps her. They washed all those big pots. They make

tamales--Essie will come in here and wipe the tables down and you know sweep and mop in the

two rooms and that kind of-- Essie is just here because Essie has been here forever, so we just
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kind of keep her on to kind of do whatever. She doesn't work but like until Noon and then she

goes home.

0:40:24.3

AE:  How did--how did they get their jobs here? Was it kind of word of mouth in the

neighborhood or--?

0:40:31.3

SS:  Well actually like Marie, we have--she is the mother of three children and all three of her

children work for us. Her one--her one daughter is a home health--she's not a nurse, but she's--

she kind of does like the temperature and stuff like that and she rolls tamales for us on her off

days and then we have Tinker Bell who is one of her daughters who works at night washing

dishes and busing tables and prepping and all that. She's here at night and then we have her son

who helps us on the weekends washing the cloths. So they all three--it's just like that; I mean she

was probably brought in by some of the--you know somebody that knew her. That's what we

usually do. You know because you have to be able to trust them and we've never had a problem

with not being able to trust them. When I get to that point I don't want you up here, you know. If

we can't trust you get on out because it's not what we're about. [Interruption] The best I can tell

you--

0:41:40.0
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AE:  Well--

0:41:40.7

SS:  I really am not the walking encyclopedia of Doe's. I've only been in the business for 28

years and it's got a lot more history before that--a lot of history that brought it up to this point.

0:41:52.7

AE:  Yeah; well what about the future? What do y'all think is--?

0:41:57.9

SS:  It's really funny because we've really been talking about bringing Little Doe into the

business and Doe is concerned because Greenville is not like it used to be. But we have got

franchises that will keep the name going and as long as we keep this place open, I think we'll be

fine. And this compared to four years ago our business has increased, so it looks like the future is

okay. You know I'm not going to go as far as say--I mean who knows what the future brings. We

hope that we can continue to bring family, to keep the family operating and keep it like it is

because that's what it's about; so--That's what we hope. [Laughs]

0:42:39.2
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AE:  All right; well that's a good note to end on.

0:42:42.5

SS:  Well I sure thank you for coming in, Amy, this week.

0:42:45.1

AE:  Thank you so much. It's been--

0:42:47.4

SS:  And let me--

0:42:57.5

[End Shug Signa]


